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The Story Of Christmas
Retells the story of Jesus' birth from the appearance of an angel before Mary to the visit of the Three
Wise Men.
Collects twelve Christmas stories originally written by the author to share with his church congregation
and designed to capture the spirit and wonder of Christmas.
Christmas lights are twinkling, Candles all aglow. Christmas cookies baking, Stockings in a row. Happy
Birthday, Jesus. We’ll sing and clap and cheer. Thank you, God, for Christmas— Our favorite time of year!
Snuggle Time Christmas Stories, written by Glenys Nellist and illustrated by Cee Biscoe, is a beautiful
collection of thirteen poems that tell the story of Jesus’ birth. This padded board book with glitter and
foil uses simple concepts, rhyming text, and adorable art to help children engage with the nativity story,
delight in the Christmas season, and draw closer to God.
“Every Who down in Who-ville liked Christmas a lot . . . but the Grinch, who lived just north of Who-ville,
did NOT!” Not since “’Twas the night before Christmas” has the beginning of a Christmas tale been so
instantly recognizable. No holiday season is complete without the Grinch, Max, Cindy-Lou, and all the
residents of Who-ville, in this heartwarming story about the effects of the Christmas spirit on even the
smallest and coldest of hearts. Like mistletoe, candy canes, and caroling, the Grinch is a mainstay of the
holidays, and his story is the perfect gift for young and old. This Read & Listen edition contains audio
narration.
My Christmas Story Tree, written by bestselling author Mary Manz Simon and illustrated by Gavin Scott,
is a board book that sparkles with glitter and foil and leads little ones through the tradition of decorating
the Christmas tree. Follow along to add the angel, ornaments, candy canes, lights, and finally place the
star on the top of the tree while learning the story of the very first Christmas. Come help me make a story
tree with decorations bright. We’ll tell what happened long ago on that first Christmas night. Dr. Mary
Manz Simon was trained as an early childhood educator and has sold more than 3 million books.
A beloved, bestselling classic of humorous and nostalgic Americana—the book that inspired the equally
classic Yuletide film and the live musical on Fox. The holiday film A Christmas Story, first released in
1983, has become a bona fide Christmas perennial, gaining in stature and fame with each succeeding
year. Its affectionate, wacky, and wryly realistic portrayal of an American family’s typical Christmas joys
and travails in small-town Depression-era Indiana has entered our imagination and our hearts with a
force equal to It’s a Wonderful Life and Miracle on 34th Street. This edition of A Christmas Story gathers
together in one hilarious volume the gems of autobiographical humor that Jean Shepherd drew upon to
create this enduring film. Here is young Ralphie Parker’s shocking discovery that his decoder ring is
really a device to promote Ovaltine; his mother and father’s pitched battle over the fate of a lascivious leg
lamp; the unleashed and unnerving savagery of Ralphie’s duel in the show with the odious bullies Scut
Farkas and Grover Dill; and, most crucially, Ralphie’s unstoppable campaign to get Santa—or anyone
else—to give him a Red Ryder carbine action 200-shot range model air rifle. Who cares that the whole
adult world is telling him, “You’ll shoot your eye out, kid”? The pieces that comprise A Christmas Story,
previously published in the larger collections In God We Trust, All Others Pay Cash and Wanda Hickey’s
Night of Golden Memories, coalesce in a magical fashion to become an irresistible piece of Americana,
quite the equal of the film in its ability to warm the heart and tickle the funny bone.
Story of ChristmasWorthyKids
Share the true meaning of Christmas with your children this holiday season. This simple but poetic text
brings to life the story of Jesus' birth in a stable in Bethlehem. First published in 1952, this Little Golden
Book adaption of the Christmas story was illustrated by beloved artist Eloise Wilkin. This classic picture
book retelling of the Christmas story is a perfect gift for the holidays.
A Kids Read Truth Story and Scripture Book
A Savior Is Born
Jesus Calling: The Story of Christmas (board book)
The Christmas Baby
The Christmas Story for Children
The Children's Book of Christmas Stories
Merry Christmas, Curious George
The Story of Christmas

A New York Times bestselling Pete the Cat holiday picture book! Spend the holidays with your favorite blue cat! In this rockin' spin
on the traditional tale The Night Before Christmas, Pete the Cat proves that giving your all in the spirit of Christmas is the totally
groovy thing to do. The fun never stops̶donʼt miss Peteʼs other spin on a holiday classic, Pete the Catʼs 12 Groovy Days of
Christmas. Don't miss Pete's other adventures, including Pete the Cat: I Love My White Shoes, Pete the Cat: Rocking in My
School Shoes, Pete the Cat and His Four Groovy Buttons, Pete the Cat and His Magic Sunglasses, Pete the Cat and the Bedtime
Blues, Pete the Cat and the New Guy, Pete the Cat and the Cool Cat Boogie, Pete the Cat and the Missing Cupcakes, and Pete
the Cat and the Perfect Pizza Party.
This beautiful, timeless board book introduces children to the Nativity Story and reminds us all of the true meaning of Christmas. A
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long time ago, in the town of Nazareth, there lived a young woman named Mary. One day, an angel appeared before her and told
her that she would give birth to a baby. The baby would be the son of God, and she would name him Jesus. Every year, children
of all ages revisit this nativity tale of Mary and Joseph, the three wise men, the angels and the shepherds, and baby Jesus in the
manger. Share this simple introduction to a remarkable and classic Bible story with young ones in this second book in a delightful
new series. With stunning art by Helen Dardik and simplified text for little readers, The Story of Christmas is sure to become a
favorite of families for years to come.
Since Christmas is such a captivating time of year, it's the perfect setting for telling children about the miracle of the Lord Jesus
Christ's birth. Using selected passages from the first chapters of the gospels of Matthew and Luke, Christmas Time - It's All About
Jesus tells the story of Jesus' birth in a delightfully poetic and child-like way. The sensational illustrations create an unforgettable
image, so a child can always remember the true meaning of Christmas. As an added bonus, Pastor Russ and Sue have developed
devotionals to be used by families to enrich their Christmas celebrations. These are complete with attributes and names of Jesus,
questions for discussion, and activities to do as a family to share Christ with those around them. Coupled together, this story and
devotionals will enhance your celebration of Christmas during the season and all year long! About the Author Sue Murray
Barksdale has been a pastor's wife, mom, and educator for over 30 years. She and her husband Russ live in Arlington, Texas,
where Russ pastors the multi-site The Church on Rush Creek, a multi-site church. Sue has a BS in Elementary Education from
The University of Houston and enjoys teaching at a public charter school in their neighborhood. Russ and Sue consider their
relationship with their grown children and spouses and their six beautiful grandchildren as one of the greatest blessings in life!
Their desire to leave a legacy of Christ-centered lives motivated them to write this book for their own family and all the children in
their sphere of influence. This is Sue's second book, her first being G.I.F.T.S.: A Prayer Book for Kids and Those Who Love Them.
It's the story of Jesus' birth illustrated in an Advent calendar. Twenty-four miniature, full-color board books can be opened from
December first through Christmas Eve.
Based on the best-selling Fisher-Price nativity set, this book tells the story of the first Christmas in friendly Little People style.
Perfect for slipping into a Christmas stocking! Learn about the first Christmas night in this stocking-sized book featuring the Little
People friends! Characters and animals peek through die-cut windows in the pages, giving this book a fun element of surprise.
A Christmas Carol in Prose, Being a Ghost Story of Christmas, usually known just as A Christmas Carol is a fairy-tale novel by a
British classic Charles Dickens, that was published in 1843. It consists of five chapters, or staves as the author named them.
Among all the stories from Christmas Books by Dickens this one became the most popular story about Christmas in Great Britain
and outside the country. The main character is an old gloomy miser Ebenezer Scrooge, who doesnʼt love anyone or anything
except his money. He doesnʼt understand why everybody is so happy about Christmas and with disgust, refuses the invitation from
his kind nephew to celebrate this holiday together with his family. On Christmas Eve, the ghost of his former business partner
Jacob Marley appeared in front of Scrooge, and it changed him drastically…
The Littlest Christmas Tree wants to find a home for Christmas in this companion to the bestselling favorite The Littlest Pumpkin.
There are only five days until Christmas, and the Littlest Christmas Tree is still waiting for a home. All it wants is for a family to take
it home, decorate it, and sing its favorite song, "Oh Christmas tree, Oh Christmas tree, how lovely are thy branches..." But as
Christmas nears, and one by one the other trees find homes, the Littlest Christmas Tree begins to think that no one will ever take it
home. And then, on Christmas Eve, its wish comes true when the man who runs the Christmas tree stand takes it home to his
family.
A familiar, beloved rhyme scheme paired with a fresh perspective on the Christmas story, The Shepherdʼs Story provides readers
with a profound experience alongside a courageous shepherd boy who is searching for meaning in life. Together with the
shepherd, readers connect the birth of Christ with their own human experience, learning that one child̶a single person̶has the
possibility of making an extraordinary difference in the world. In the loving arms of his parents, Jesus represents every
newborn̶and through the shepherdʼs eyes, parents and children alike recognize Jesusʼ promise of abundant life and infinite love.
Come along with the curious young shepherd to explore the human and divine natures of the birth of Jesus̶and through this
shepherdʼs witness, discover the wonder, majesty, and promise of all human life.
Advent the Story of Christmas
This Is the Christmas Story
A Christmas Story
How the Grinch Stole Christmas! Read & Listen Edition
Descriptive of the Customs, Ceremonies, Traditions, Superstitions, Fun, Feeling, and Festivities of the Christmas Season
Christmas Time
Fisher-Price Little People: The Story of Christmas
How to Catch Santa
Story of Christmas
Pamela Dalton's exquisite, intricate scissor-cut illustrations wonderfully illuminate The Story of Christmas . Deeply reverent, richly detailed, and
teeming with life, Dalton's images follow the story of the Nativity from the appearance of the Angel, to the shepherds who came from the fields,
and to the three wise men who followed the star to pay respect for their new king. Working in a Pennsylvania-German folk-art tradition, rich
with lovingly rendered animals and figures, Pamela Dalton has created a book that takes a deserved place among the finest celebrations of
Christmas.
A simple board book retells the story of Mary and Joseph's trip into Bethlehem and the birth of Jesus in a manger.
Colorful art and rich storytelling engage young children with the unforgettable story of the birth of Jesus. Perfect for reading aloud with kids,
The Story of Christmas includes fun activities and questions to help children connect with the narrative—as well as Squiggles, an expressive little
caterpillar that responds to the story. Spark Bible Stories are designed to help kids grow in faith as they explore, discover, and wonder about
God’s Word. The Story of Christmas is a 2016 Illumination Book Award winner—an international contest designed to honor the year’s best titles
written and published with a Christian worldview.
This fine book from the turn of the 19th Century contains 35 wonderful and inspiring Christmas stories for children. These stories were already
well-received before they were pulled together to make this book. Included are excerpts from "A Christmas Carol" by Charles Dickens and the
Christian Bible, stories from Hans Christian Andersen's Fairy Tales, from Ireland, Germany, the American West, and from the big cities in
England and the United States. * * * * Written in easy-to-read 13-point type, and divided between stories for little kids, intermediate kids, and
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the older set, each of the stories has already won the approval of thousands of children, and each is packed with the true Christmas spirit: that
small thoughtful actions can have big, and happy, consequences. Some stories will bring a tear to your eyes, other will make you laugh. All are
enjoyable. This book will become a cherished addition to your library for years to come. * * * * The stories in this book are: Christmas at
Fezziwig's Warehouse (Charles Dickens), The Fir-Tree (Hans Christian Andersen), The Christmas Masquerade (Mary E. Wilkins Freeman), The
Shepherds and the Angels (Adapted from the Bible), The Telltale Tile (Olive Thorne Miller), Little Girl's Christmas (Winnifred E. Lincoln), A
Christmas Matin e (M. A. L. Lane), Toinette and the Elves (Susan Coolidge), The Voyage of the Wee Red Cap (Ruth Sawyer Durand), A Story
of the Christ-Child (a German Legend for Christmas Eve told by Elizabeth Harrison), Jimmy Scarecrow's Christmas (Mary E. Wilkins Freeman),
Why the Chimes Rang (Raymond McAlden), The Birds' Christmas (founded on fact-F. E. Mann), The Little Sister's Vacation (Winifred M.
Kirkland), Little Wolff's Wooden Shoes (Fran ois Copp e, adapted and translated Alma J. Foster), Christmas in the Alley (Olive Thorne Miller),
A Christmas Star (Katherine Pyle), The Queerest Christmas (Grace Margaret Gallaher), Old Father Christmas (J. H. Ewing), The Golden
Cobwebs (Sara Cone Bryant), How Christmas Came to the Santa Maria Flats (Elia W. Peattie), The Legend of Babouscka (From the Russian
Folk Tale), Christmas in the Barn (F. Arnstein), The Philanthropist's Christmas (James Weber Linn), The First Christmas-Tree (Lucy
Wheelock), The First New England Christmas (G. L. Stone and M. G. Fickett), The Cratchits' Christmas Dinner (Charles Dickens), Christmas in
Seventeen Seventy-Six (Anne Hollingsworth Wharton), Christmas Under the Snow (Olive Thorne Miller), Mr. Bluff's Experience of Holidays,
(Oliver Bell Bunce), Master Sandy's Snapdragon (Elbridge S. Brooks), A Christmas Fairy), John Strange Winter), The Greatest of These (Joseph
Mills Hanson), Little Gretchen and the Wooden Shoe (Elizabeth Harrison), and Christmas on Big Rattle (Theodore Goodridge Roberts). * * * *
In making this volume, we discovered that the Gutenberg eBook versions are missing a story - "The Golden Cobwebs" - instead having a short
excerpt from "A Christmas Carol" that is duplicated by the longer excerpt "The Cratchit's Christmas Dinner" later in this book. This edition
restores the missing story. This volume contains the full text of the original book published in 1913. * * * * Check our other Children's, Juvenile,
and Adult books at www.FlyingChipmunkPublishing.com, or Like us on Facebook for our latest releases.
This timely gift book offers a moving new perspective on the nativity story-evoking the struggle of Mary, Joseph and Baby Jesus as refugees
traveling in a strange land, seeking the protection and kindness of strangers. Everyone may already know the story of how Jesus was humbly born
in a manger, but Refuge is a lyrical depiction of what came next: the new family's travels through the desert, fleeing Herod's soldiers in order to
find a safe place to welcome their son into the world. A poetic and refreshing look at the classic Christmas story that's never been more relevant,
Refuge asks readers to consider the modern day implications of being forced to flee your home country.
Narrates the birth of Jesus Christ on the first Christmas, as told in the Bible.
This Graphic Novel Series features classic tales retold with attractive color illustrations. Educatiors using the Dale-Chall vocabulary system
adapted each title. Each 70 page, softcover book retains key phrases and quotations from the original classics. Introduce literature to reluctant
readers and motivate struggling readers. Students build confidence through reading practice. Motivation makes all the difference. What's more
motivation then the expectation of success?
Jesus Calling®: The Story of Christmas uniquely teaches the Christmas story to your children by starting at creation and sharing that Jesus has
always been present and that God has always had a plan for Christmas. Bible verses and Jesus Calling devotions are on every spread of this
beautifully illustrated book with foil and glitter on the cover. Teach your children the story of Christmas . . . starting from creation! In Jesus
Calling®: The Story of Christmas, children will discover that God always had a plan for Christmas. Christ was chosen before the world was
made. —1 Peter 1:20 The Christmas story began long, long ago. Before the angel Gabriel told Mary she would have God’s Son. Before the
shepherds saw the angels and before the wise men saw the star. Even before the sun and the moon shone for the first time, before the first cows
ever moooed and the first monkeys ever climbed! Before Adam and Even took their first walk in the Garden of Eden, God had a plan for
Christmas. From the beginning of time, God had a plan to save his children. That plan was Jesus! Jesus Calling®: The Story of Christmas is a
durable board book that will hold up for even the most active families. Curl up with your little ones around the Christmas tree with Jesus
Calling®: The Story of Christmas.
The Christmas Story
12 Stories of Christmas
The Book That Inspired the Hilarious Classic Film
Skipping Christmas
Read Along or Enhanced eBook
The Littlest Christmas Tree
The Penguin Book of Christmas Stories
Santa's Underwear
Rocks Tell the Story of Christmas
This beautiful retelling of the Nativity story that celebrates the timeless joy of Christmas and of welcoming a new baby into the world is now
available as a Classic Board Book! Have you heard? A baby is coming! Our baby is here? When Mary and Joseph’s child was born, the good
tidings spread from the animals in the manger, to the shepherds in the fields, to the kings in distant lands, and even to the angels in the heavens!
Now every time a baby is born, we celebrate and people travel from far and wide to greet the new baby—because every new baby is a small
miracle. Filled with lyrical text and lush illustrations, this Classic Board Book is the perfect gift for baby’s first Christmas!
By arranging a few rocks together an entire story can be told. A Savior Is Born, Rocks Tell the Story of Christmas, created by Patti Rokus, is an
unforgettable picture book that uses majestic rock art and simple yet powerful text to inspire wonder and awe as the miracle of Christmas
unfolds across the pages. Readers will be absorbed in the nature-filled artwork that shows the birth of Jesus and the celebration of the very first
Christmas in a powerful and unique way. X
The six mean Herdman kids lie, steal, smoke cigars (even the girls) and then become involved in the community Christmas pageant.
Luther and Nora Krank are fed up with the chaos of Christmas. The endless shopping lists, the frenzied dashes through the mall, the hassle of
decorating the tree... where has all the joy gone? This year, celebrating seems like too much effort. With their only child off in Peru, they decide
that just this once, they'll skip the holidays. They spend their Christmas budget on a Caribbean cruise set to sail on December 25, and happily
settle in for a restful holiday season free of rooftop snowmen and festive parties. But the Kranks soon learn that their vacation from Christmas
isn't much of a vacation at all, and that skipping the holidays has consequences they didn't bargain for... A modern Christmas classic, Skipping
Christmas is a charming and hilarious look at the mayhem and madness that have become ingrained in our holiday tradition. BONUS: This
edition includes an excerpt from John Grisham's The Litigators.
The Story of Christmas is a fabulous, inspirational book, perfect for introducing very young children to the amazing story of the Nativity. Told
in rhyme with simple words, little ones will enjoy hearing the story and looking at the beautiful illustrations. The padded board cover with a
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handle is perfect for little hands to carry.
Through historical context, a big picture view of redemption, and the power of story in a historical context, Sherri Gragg captivates readers with
fresh insights and perspectives on the familiar story of Christmas. Powerful and insightful, yet written in a way that is approachable for readers
young and old, this Advent book is perfect for personal reflection or reading as a family for meaningful moments of reflection leading up to
Christmas Day.
A classic bestseller presented in paperback with fresh, bright illustrations. Here is the story of Christmas told through simple text and vibrant
illustrations. From the Annunciation by the angel through Jesus' birth, the appearance of the shepherds, and the journey of the wise men, the
Christmas story is presented in its most traditional form. The book bridges the connection between the biblical story of the holiday and today's
Christmas celebration. This book is unsurpassed as an introduction to the significance of the Christmas holiday. Ages 4-6.
A #1 New York Times bestseller that's a Christmas must-read From the creators of the New York Times bestsellers How to Babysit a Grandpa
and How to Babysit a Grandma comes an equally charming and hilarious holiday offering After waiting for days and days and days, it's finally
Christmas Eve. And that's when you can try to catch Santa. . . . From Jean Reagan and Lee Wildish, creators of the bestselling HOW TO...
series, comes a delightful new offering, written again in a hilarious instructional style. Two sibling narrators give clever tips for "catching"
Santa (be crafty be clever be gentle ) on Christmas Eve. Filled with humor and holiday warmth, this is a jolly read-aloud for the whole family to
enjoy And don't miss Jean Reagan and Lee Wildish's How to Raise a Mom and How to Surprise a Dad "A new hit this year is How to Catch
Santa. . . . The picture book offers lighthearted tips on how kids can steal a glimpse of Mr. Elusive, aka Santa. . . ." --USA Today
My Christmas Story Tree
Pete the Cat Saves Christmas
Santa Duck
Refuge
A Christmas Memory
A Spark Bible Story
The Book of Christmas
The Shepherd's Story
From Hans Christian Andersen to Angela Carter
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: It's Christmas Eve and Santa is busy getting gussied up for the big night. But when he goes to put on his warm, cozy
(holey, ragged) Christmas underwear, they're nowhere to be found! With undies for every occasion, he tries on the rest of his collection. But nothing is
quite right. Just when he's about to give up he find a surprise from his considerate team of reindeer. Ho, ho, ho, Merry Christmas!
Follow the events of Jesus’ birth as you read this lovely picture book written by Max Lucado with Randy Frazee and Karen Hill and illustrated by
Fausto. The Christmas Story for Children tells readers about the birth of a special baby whose story is filled with love for us all. Young readers as well
as their parents will appreciate the beautiful words and artwork that convey the message that we are loved and cherished. A holiday companion book to
the award-winning and bestselling The Story for Children.
A reminiscence of a Christmas shared by a seven-year-old boy and a sixtyish childlike woman, with enormous love and friendship between them.
The perfect gift this Christmas season: a generous selection of some of the greatest festive stories of all time This is a collection of the most magical,
moving, chilling and surprising Christmas stories from around the world, taking us from frozen Nordic woods to glittering Paris, a New York speakeasy
to an English country house, bustling Lagos to midnight mass in Rio, and even outer space. Here are classic tales from writers including Truman
Capote, Shirley Jackson, Dylan Thomas, Saki and Chekhov, as well as little-known treasures such as Italo Calvino's wry sideways look at Christmas
consumerism, Wolfdietrich Schnurre's story of festive ingenuity in Berlin, Selma Lagerlof's enchanted forest in Sweden, and Irène Nemerovsky's dark
family portrait. Featuring santas, ghosts, trolls, unexpected guests, curmudgeons and miracles, here is Christmas as imagined by some of the greatest
short story writers of all time.
Nicholas Duck loves Christmas, and he is happy to try on the new Santa hat that's mysteriously delivered to his house. But when his friends see him
and immediately launch into their Christmas lists, he doesn't know what to do . . . until he runs into Santa himself.
A Christmas Carol
Snuggle Time Christmas Stories
A Novel
Drawn Directly from the Bible
The Best Christmas Pageant Ever
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